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Dear Families, 
 
April Recap 
March was a fun month in the Inchworm room, learning about baby animals and the color green. We painted 
green shamrock pictures, read stories, sang songs and talked about baby animals and green things. We 
practiced our gross motor skills through active play, especially enjoying the green tunnel. 
 
Personal Achievement 
Amelia is now walking independently. She really enjoys putting the shapes in and out of the shape bucket, 
asking the teacher for “help” taking the lid off of the bucket. Amelia had fun helping to move furniture around 
the room when the teachers were cleaning out the book corner.  She has been a big helper to the teachers this 
month, putting toys into bins when it is time to clean up. 
 
Leo is very sure on his feet now, outrunning the teachers at times, especially when he needs a diaper changed 
or it is time for his nap. He really enjoyed working with Alexander and Amelia move the cribs and sensory table 
as they “helped” the teachers clean out the book corner. Leo likes to read books, often bringing one to the 
teacher to read with him. He is becoming very adept with his spoon, feeding himself more and different foods 
each week. 
 
Alexander has begun to stand independently for a few seconds at a time. He is saying several new words, 
including ball and row-row. Xander really enjoys dancing when the teachers put on a dance CD, bouncing along 
and laughing as the teachers demonstrate their awesome dance talent with the twist or the YMCA. He also 
demonstrates his strength by helping his friends to move cribs and by independently moving the sensory table.  
 
Anna is crawling on her hands and knees now, doing her best to keep up with her friends as they move about 
the room. She is pulling up to stand at the shelves and tables, and quickly learning to empty the bins faster than 
the teachers can refill them with the scattered toys. Anna is beginning to eat foods from the toddler menu, 
enjoying every bite. She has fun exploring the playhouse with the other mobile babies.. 
 
Hadassa has mastered sitting up, and enjoys sitting with her friends and exploring toys. She laughs with glee 
when Amelia crawls toward her laughing and smiling. Hadassa smiles and bounces as soon as a teacher starts 
to sing a song, and then later will sing for the teachers as she plays. She spends a lot of time exploring books, 
looking at the pictures and tasting the pages. 
 
Carson is becoming very mobile, moving himself around the room on his tummy by spinning in circles or 
scooting backwards. He watches his friends crawling, and lifts his arms and legs from the floor and kicks as 
hard and fast as he can, trying to make himself move forward to them. Carson is beginning to sit up 
independently, still tipping over when he concentrates on the toys or his friends. He is trying out many new 
sounds, from screams of glee to loud inhaling. 
 
Looking Ahead: In April, we will learn about spring and the color yellow. We will read books and sing songs 
about spring. We will paint yellow pictures and talk about things that are yellow. We will continue to work on 
our large and fine motor skills, and learning signs and words and songs.  
 
       The Inchworm Staff-- 
       Miss Chris and Miss Susie  


